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UNDERSTANDING AGEs (Advanced Glycation End Products)
It is not a new idea that what we eat affects our health.
Over the last few decades, hundreds of diets—from low-fat to
low-carb, from vegan to Paleo—have been proposed to
increase our well-being. Yet, with all the promises of good
health and longer life, the number of degenerative diseases
has grown. What have we been missing? The answer may be
AGEs—advanced glycation end products. If AGEs are new to
you, it makes sense to take a little time to learn about them.
AGEs are compounds that are produced when proteins or certain types of fats (lipids) react with sugars. It all
starts when a sugar molecule latches onto a protein or fat in a process known
as glycation. The newly glycated compound then goes through a series of
changes to ultimately form an advanced glycation end product. In other words,
AGEs can be viewed as modified proteins or fats. As such, their structure and
function in the body can become altered, and they are no longer “normal.”
While AGEs can be produced inside the body, from our own sugars
and proteins or fats, most AGEs come from outside the body, in our foods. And
some foods are higher than others in these harmful substances. Beef has the
highest levels of AGEs, followed by poultry, pork, and fish. Cheese and fats—
especially animal fats, such as butter—are also high in AGEs. The foods lowest in AGEs are the plant foods, including vegetables, fruits, grains, and
legumes.
While all foods start off containing some AGEs, we cause more AGEs
to form when we cook our foods. High-dry heat cooking methods such as
those used in grilling, broiling, and roasting causes an especially great rise in
AGEs, while moist-heat cooking methods such as steaming, braising, and
stewing cause fewer AGEs to form.
It’s important to understand what AGEs are and where they come
from because these substances have been found to harm the body in so many
ways. For instance, AGEs are seen by the body as “irritants,” so they provoke
the immune system, triggering chronic systemic inflammation. This type of
inflammation is now known to be an underling cause of many chronic diseases, including cardiovascular (heart) disease and dementia. Acting like glue,
AGEs bind proteins together in a process known as cross-linking. This
explains why joints, muscles, and tendons become stiff as we get older. It also
explains the “hardening of the arteries” that comes with age. AGEs also damage the insulin-producing cells of the pancreas, promoting the development of
diabetes. Put more simply, AGEs have been found to accelerate the aging
process, leading to conditions often associated with older age, including heart

by Dr. Helen Vlassara

disease, arthritis, diabetes, kidney disease, dementia, cataracts, and more.
Because most of the AGEs in your body come from the food you eat, you
can lower your intake of AGEs to a healthy level—and safeguard your health—
by carefully selecting the foods you include in your diet. Be sure to base at least
75 percent of your diet on plant foods. In other words, eat lots of vegetables,
grains, legumes, and fruit. Besides being low in AGEs, these foods are packed
with important nutrients, including vitamins, minerals, and fiber. You can also
enjoy higher-AGE foods such as beef, chicken, pork, fish, and cheese, but do
your best to limit these foods to about 25 percent of your diet. Also limit (or
avoid) snack foods, many of which are processed with high heat to produce a
crisp texture. These foods—including crackers and chips—are not only high in
AGEs but also low in the nutrients needed for good health, so by limiting your
intake of processed foods, you’ll be helping your body in a number of ways.
Just as important as choosing low-AGE foods is selecting cooking methods that minimize the formation of additional AGEs. Avoid methods that use
high dry-heat, including grilling, roasting, and frying. These techniques can
cause AGEs to multiply. Instead, prepare your food using moist low-heat methods such as stewing, braising, steaming, simmering, and poaching. For instance,
cooking your meatballs in a pot of simmering marinara sauce will produce
fewer AGEs than frying your meatballs in a pool of fat in a hot skillet. Poaching
your chicken in a flavorful broth will produce fewer AGEs than roasting it in
the oven.
Can you improve your health by eating a low-AGE diet? You absolutely can. Studies in animals and humans indicate that reducing dietary AGEs to a
safe level can help to lower chronic inflammation; protect vascular function
(blood flow); help maintain normal brain function, including memory; lower
the risk of developing diabetes; help prevent kidney disease; help preserve the
health of the spine; and enhance health in many other ways. How low do dietary
AGEs have to go to protect health? Researchers have found that a safe intake is
below 8,000 AGE kilounits per day—about half of the AGEs found in most adult
diets. On a low-AGE diet, improvements can be seen within just a few weeks.
Studies have shown that AGEs are the “missing link” that explains why
our modern diet is so strongly associated with a range of chronic diseases. Just
as important, they have demonstrated that all of us can live a longer, healthier
life—without going on a fad diet. Simply by lowering your AGEs, you can make
a real and lasting difference in your well-being.
Adapted from Dr. Vlassara’s AGE-less Diet, © 2017 by Helen Vlassara
and Sandra Woodruff. Used by permission. Square One Publishers, Inc.
www.squareonepublishers.com

Organic...Effective..Smells Amazing!
There can be some scary things in your deodorant like aluminum,
parabens, synthec dyes and fragrances....but not with us!

Through a vast network of volunteers, Operation Cat
humanely reduces the growing number and needless
suffering of homeless, feral and stray cats by using an
effective trap/neuter/return strategy (TNR). Volunteer
caretakers provide food, water and shelter for over 1,000 cat
colonies. They trap the cats, bring them to the Adoption
Center or a local veterinarian where they are altered and
vaccinated, and then released back to their colony. One of
the cat’s ears is clipped to identify it as being “fixed” so it’s
not mistakenly trapped again. Since 1997, over 20,000 feral
cats have benefitted from our program.
URGENTLY NEEDED! Cat food donations for feral cats.
Donations can be dropped off at the ARF Adoption Center
in Wainscott. Volunteers are also needed in Hampton Bays
and Southampton to help trap, feed community cats and
bottle-feed newborn kittens!

For more info,
Visit: arfhamptons.org
91 Daniels Hole Road, Wainscott, New York 11975
Phone: 631-537-0400
Email: info@arfhamptons.org

1. Unscented 2. Tea Tree
3. Peppermint 3. Lavender
4. Cedarwood

www.christophersorganics.com
also @amazon.com
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OBSTACLE TO THE CURE
by Steve Nenninger, ND
I wish that I could think of a better phrase to describe
the essential idea in how to cure a case of disease. But
Samuel Hahnemann said it best 200 years ago. “The cure,
for any case, you must remove the obstacle to disease.”
This has been my lesson this year. There is no simple
formula for this unfortunately. In some cases, you have to
want to get this answer with the same intensity that a
drowning man wants to get their head out of the water. I
think that is why I am successful in the cases that I work
with, I love the satisfaction of solving the puzzle.
The two biggest obstacles to the cure of a case are medium and long-term
hidden food allergens. Because these can take days or weeks to show up after
consuming the food, it is impossible to make the connection without the testing.
Of course, just solving the problem is not curing the case, though most
people are pretty happy at solving the problem. If I have a woman with colitis for
five years that gets a cure of her condition simply by giving up eggs, then she is
usually pretty happy.
But I still I have to ask myself, what is it about this person that causes
them to have colitis when eating eggs when the person next door does not have
this problem? So my life is constantly asking myself this question and looking
for the answer.
I think the highest goal in practice is to have the person make the minimum amount of changes to cure the case. I hate asking people to change anything
about themselves, including diet. Yet most of them that come in with symptoms
are happy to make a change to get the results they are looking for. That doesn't
mean that I am happy to have to make them do it, especially with children.
So let's think a little bit about where the obstacles to the cure can be. First
of all, it helps to think if we are eating a different diet than our ancestors. If we
are, then there is always the chance we are either eating something they didn't or
not eating something they did.
One of the most obvious ways to eat food that they didn't is to eat any
food that has been developed in the last 50 years. That includes a tremendous
variety of thickeners, emulsifiers, preservatives, flowing agents, etc. If you are
sick or symptomatic, the best way to start addressing it is to remove any food
developed in the last 50 years.
The next thing to avoid is any food with genetically modified ingredients. Of course, foods have been modified through selective breeding through the
centuries to get a more productive and flavorful final product. However, the modern process of inserting bacterial DNA that causes the plant to produce pesticide

proteins as in the case with GMOs, This is completely new and is likely beyond our
ability to adapt.
One of the most interesting things I like to study is what people ate in the
past – I mean in the middle of central Europe 500 years ago, what were people eating? One interesting piece of information that I was recently taught was that people
are able to cook in animal skins. You are able to put foods over a fire in a skin and
the skin does not burn even over a fire.
I can't say that I understand this a hundred percent myself other than to
know that the water absorbs the heat from the skin. In any case it seems like we may
have been eating a lot more cooked food than we may have thought. If you boil an
animal, a big percentage of what you end up eating is collagen. It is a nutrient that
is fairly absent from the modern diet.
Unfortunately, a lot the supplements for collagen are incomplete or have a
lot of additives. I have been making my own and taking it for experimental purposes, so I will have a more clear idea about that in the future.
Once we look at these factors, we also have to look at a person’s sleep and
rest. If they are not getting good, deep or enough sleep then that deficiency will
block the healing process. Especially with kids. The number one issue is the bizarre
and pathological school schedule that we put our children through. A day that is too
early, too long, too controlled, too boring and too stagnating is a recipe for childhood
illness. This is true for both the students and the teachers.
After you consider these things then you have to begin to look for other
obstacles to the cure of a case. This unfortunately, is mostly based on experience. If
you have the willingness to learn, and the experiences of treating people with health
problems, you begin to learn which experiences have the power to work against the
body’s inherent tendency to heal.
These are things like Lyme’s disease, chronic mononucleosis, root canals,
antibiotic use, prescription drugs use, and many other factors The quest to uncover
obstacles to the cure is key.
A small online booklet explaining our current understanding of allergies
is available from www.stevenenninger.com

Grow your business - place an
ad in New Living Today!
631-751-8819

breakthroughs in natural medicine
free lecture
January 17, 2017 11:00 am
Stony Brook Hilton Garden Inn
Steve Nenninger, ND

“Finding hidden foods allergies has revolutionized the way we can
help people including myself and my own children.”
Steve Nenninger
“I can’t believe that I lived with my symptoms for so long
without knowing how to help myself.”
Jennifer S.
“I had tried everything, including alternative therapies for my
digestive problems before ﬁnding my hidden food allergy. Not
surprisingly when I stopped eating the food that was killing me I got
better.”
John G.

information: SteveNenninger.com
SteveNenninger@Gmail.com

Once per year I give my breakthroughs in natural medicine
lecture. I reﬂect on all of the clients I have worked with and
what has been the most eﬀective way to recover health. I try
and make an interesting lecture based on this year of cases.

100% GLUTEN-FREE Food Service

Dairy Free, Egg Free & Soy Free
also available

Enjoy Delicious Gluten-Free
Meals and Desserts Delivered to
Your Door in Just a Few Clicks!
FREE
DELIVERY
$50 and over!

www.NaturallyFreeFood.com
Join our e-mail list for updates and coupons!
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DON’T SETTLE FOR MEDIOCRE
I overheard someone speaking to
a lady that had a very bad cold. She
comforted her and told her that "it's ok,
it's that time of year and everyone has
a cold." When you think about it, you
hear that a lot. If someone has a
headache, someone will say that
headaches are common and that a lot
of people get them. A person can have a pinched nerve and
people tell them that it's normal because a lot of people can
suffer from a pinched nerve. Even though these things are
'common,' does it mean that they are normal? Cancer is
common but it is definitely not normal. When symptoms
begin occurring more than normal, you want to find out
why. There are three reasons why it always makes the most
sense to get to the root cause of why you are having reoccurring symptoms. It saves you money, time and increases
your quality of life.
Everyone puts money towards their health but
people put their money in different places. There are those
that hold their money tight and are frugal with spending.
There are individuals that may not value buying healthy
organic foods for example because it costs more. People
may not like to pay out of pocket for services and care that
they need because they rely solely on what their insurance
will cover for them.
Many times, these people tend to be more reactive
with their health than proactive. There are other individuals that spend more upfront on their health even if they
don't have much money. They may spend money on nutrients that their body needs. They actively seek out things
that help to boost up their health even if they are symptom
free. These people tend to be more proactive then reactive.
It comes down to how much you value your health because
there is always a way to give your body what it needs if
you know your body needs it.
As a wellness physician, I have found that being
proactive about your health is always more cost effective in
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by Dr. Diana D’Angelo-Sepe

the long run. It costs less to build your health than it
does to lose your health and end up in a health crisis. This is why medical bankruptcy is one of the
leading causes of bankruptcy. Don't wait until you
lose your health to take care of yourself. Health
starts from day one of life. If you build health from
the very beginning, and stay in tune with your body
needs to thrive, you have the best chance of avoiding
a crisis.
Taking a mediocre stance on your health can
also lead to spending more time on your health later
on. I cannot tell you how many patients have had
symptoms for years. Since symptoms were mild at
first, they felt like they didn't have to look into why
they were experiencing them. Then as the years
went by, they got progressively worse. By the time
they came in, their bodies were in such crisis that
they needed to spend a significant amount of time
trying to rebuild their health back. This can be
avoided if you are proactive from the beginning.
Don't settle for mediocre. You deserve better! Although it's comforting to hear that you aren't
the only person going through a health challenge,
you shouldn't just except that these things happen
and these are the cards you are dealt with. You
deserve to be well. You deserve to have the life that
you deserve.
Join Dr. Ray as he hosts a complimentary
dinner and health talk for you and four guests.
While dinner is being prepared, he will speak about
the three components to living life to 100 years old,
how to regain life and vitality so that you are thriving and how to have more energy and less stress. If
you are looking to prevent disease and eliminate
medication, you definitely want to attend this event!
Seats are limited so call Bessi Dion at 917-747-2795
...Reserve your spot today!

Complimentary
Dinner With the Doc!
Join Dr. Ray Omid as
he hosts a complimentary dinner for you and four guests.
While dinner is being
prepared, he will be speaking
about the three components to Healthy
Living to 100, how to regain life and vitality,
how to have more energy and less stress,
and how to prevent medical debt and protect
your number one assets. If you are looking

You and 4 of your friends are
invited to have a
FREE DINNER on us.
to build your health, prevent disease, reduce
and eliminate medication, and or find the
cause of your health concerns you definitely
want to attend this event.
A three-course dinner will be served.
Dinner starts at 6:30 pm sharp.(No one
allowed in after 6:45 pm). Dinner will be held
at: Umberto's Italian Restaurant (633 Jericho
Turnpike, New Hyde Park, NY 11040).
Dr. Omid will be hosting the Dinner
on Monday night at 6:30 pm on January 9,
2017 and February 6, 2017. Seating is
Limited and reserved for adults 18 and over.
You must RSVP no later than one week prior
to the event by calling Bessi Dion @
917-747-2795.

FEW DENTISTS KNOW - CELIAC DISEASE CAN CAUSE DENTAL COMPLICATIONS
Celiac disease is a hereditary autoimmune
disorder and is one of the most common gastrointestinal disorders in the world. When gluten is consumed it triggers the body's immune response,
which attacks the small intestine and damages the
villa. Villa are small fingerlike projections that line
the small intestine and promote nutrient absorption.
When the villa are damaged, nutrients cannot be
absorbed by the body properly resulting in vitamin
and mineral deficiencies and the onset of health conditions if left undiagnosed.
Gluten is a protein found in wheat, rye and
barley and, believe it or not, pops up in skin care products, shampoos and
even your dental wellness products like toothpaste, mouthwash, dental floss,
fluoride and even in gloves!
Diagnosis of celiac disease can be difficult since there are many symptoms associated with the condition, including but not limited to bloating,
chronic diarrhea, constipation, gas, nausea, stomach pain and vomiting. Even
asthma and skin conditions like rosacea, eczema and psoriasis have been
linked to celiac disease or gluten sensitivity. Additionally, there are a multitude of dental complications that a patient with celiac might experience, but
these symptoms are much less well known - even to dentists!
One of the biggest complications related to celiac disease are dental
enamel defects - children being especially vulnerable because enamel defects
can lead to life-long oral health issues. If a child has celiac and he or she consumes gluten in any substantial quantity as the teeth are developing, they can
end up with a defect in the enamel leading into post-teeth formation.
Most enamel defects resulting from celiac disease place patients at
very high risk for decay or other issues. Discoloration typically occurs with
patients noticing white, yellow, or brown spots on the teeth. The enamel itself
can be mottled and weak, sometimes exhibiting pitting, grooving or lines
across the teeth.
Other common dental symptoms include delayed eruption of teeth,
cheilosis (fissuring and dry scaling of the lips and angles of the mouth) and
atrophic glossitis (also known as bald tongue). Many people also experience
issues with frequent aphthous ulcers, otherwise known as cold sores. These
sores can be especially painful, and sometimes require prescribed medication
to relieve them. In addition, a common problem is dry mouth syndrome,
which, when coupled with dental enamel defects, puts patients at greater risk
for tooth decay and cavity formation.

by Dr. Jonathan Richter DDS, FAGD

If you suspect that you are suffering from celiac disease you can
request a simple blood test that is available to screen for celiac disease. People
with celiac who eat gluten have higher than normal levels of certain antibodies in their blood. These antibodies are produced by the immune system
because it views gluten (the proteins found in wheat, rye and barley) as a
threat. Keep in mind that when you do test, you must eat gluten for the blood
test to pick up on those antibodies. If your blood test is positive, then your doctor may want to confirm your celiac disease diagnosis by undergoing an endoscopic biopsy of the small intestine.
If you have celiac disease or a gluten sensitivity, tell your dentist
because several products such as the prophy paste used in annual and bi-annual cleanings, some gloves, topical fluoride, polishing pastes, and even topical
anesthetics might have gluten as an ingredient. In addition, dental products
that are a color typically have gluten in them and if these products are used on
a patient with celiac disease, it will cause a very unpleasant response.
It's important to remember that not all dental complications result from
celiac disease or gluten exposure. Problems like dental enamel defects are fairly common in celiac patients and can help dentists identify patients who might
be suffering from the disease, but they can result from other conditions.
However, regarding celiac disease and its effect on oral health, it's not completely known in the dental community, so if you're dealing with celiac disease, it is up to you to advise your dentist so that they take the necessary steps
to ensure your well-being.
Jonathan Richter DDS, FAGD is a skilled dual trained holistic
Periodontist (gum disease specialist), Prosthodontist (an expert in restoring
teeth) and an expert in Implant Dentistry. He is one of only a few in the tri-state
area. As both an integrative Periodontist and Prosthodontist, Dr. Richter
believes in a total preventative wellness approach to a healthy mouth and body
that includes prevention, integrative dental wellness and maintenance. Unlike
most practitioners, Dr. Richter believes that all measures should be taken to
save the natural tooth and has the ability to save most teeth that others would
extract. As an integrative practitioner, he uses a holistic "natural" approach to
Periodontics, General, Cosmetic, Restorative and Implant Dentistry. His
knowledge of the systemic medical and dental inter-relationships allows him
to devise treatment plans for each individual patient that improve overall well
being.
Jonathan Richter DDS, FAGD is located at: Cardiodontal 310 East Shore
Rd. Great Neck, NY 11023 Visit: Cardiodontal.com, Call: 516-282-0310
Follow Cardiodontal on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Google+
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THE TRUTH ABOUT SIMULATED HIGH-ALTITUDE TRAINING: PART III
If you visit a high-altitude location and try to perform your normal endurance exercise regimen, you’ll find it more challenging
because the air you are breathing is different than sea-level air.
Specifically, there is less oxygen contained in a given volume;
hence, your cardiovascular system must work harder to provide
the oxygen necessary to support the exercise’s aerobic energy
requirement. Interestingly, this increased challenge provides a
stimulus that forces your aerobic system to adapt to a higher level
of development; however, this training effect can be offset by the
reduction in exercise work rate that the altered environment mandates. “Live high, train low” is a training paradigm that has been
investigated as a best-of-both-worlds solution.
In theory, living at high altitude to enhance the body’s adaptive
response while exercising at a lower one to maintain training
work rate seems to be the perfect way to maximize training adaptations. However, applying this methodology in practice is logistically challenging. Masks
that are purported to simulate altitudes ranging from 914 to 5486 m are currently being marketed to circumvent this limitation; however, it is important to look to the research to determine whether “revolutionary” exercise products like these are legitimate before making an
investment. A recent study in Journal of Sports Science and Medicine provides such insight
regarding altitude-simulation masks.
To determine the effect of altitude-simulated training, Porcari et al. assigned 25
moderately-trained subjects into one of two groups. Subjects in one group trained while
wearing the Elevation Training Mask 2.0 while subjects in the other group performed the
same exercise while breathing normally. Consequently, the latter group served as a control
to rule out the influence of exercise training per se. On the initial visit to the lab, participants
performed a maximal cycling test to determine the highest power output they could produce, the highest rate at which they could consume oxygen (VO2max) and the highest rate
at which their heart could beat. From gas-exchange data collected during this test, two
“thresholds” that can be identified during incremental exercise (ventilatory threshold and
respiratory compensation threshold) were also determined. Finally, subjects performed tests
that provide information regarding pulmonary function and blood was drawn for analysis
during this first testing session.
Following preliminary testing and familiarization to the exercise protocol, participants completed a six-week program comprising two weekly sessions of high-intensity
interval cycling. Each session involved 10 repeat 30-second bouts at the peak power
achieved on the initial test separated by 90 seconds of cycling at a low work rate for recovery. Training work rate was progressed over the course of the study to keep subjects challenged at the same perceived level of exertion and altitude simulation was increased every

by Dr. Fred DiMenna, Ph.D., C.S.C.S.

two weeks from 914 to 3658 m for the mask group. The same battery of tests was performed
following the training intervention so that training-induced adaptations could be compared.
When results were tabulated, responses for the most part were similar regardless
of whether the mask was worn. For example, no improvement in pulmonary function
(forced vital capacity, forced expiratory volume in one second, the ratio of the latter to the
former and maximal inspiratory pressure) or blood composition (hemoglobin and hematocrit) were observed in either group. Conversely, VO2max and peak power output were
each increased, but the improvements were similar between groups. Indeed, the only measurements that improved in the mask group exclusively were ones that were related to the
two thresholds that signal changes in the ventilatory response when exercise intensity is
progressed from minimal to maximal effort.
In summary, the adaptive responses to exercise that have been demonstrated to be
enhanced due to reduced oxygenation at a high-altitude environment were not facilitated
by the addition of an altitude-simulation mask during high-intensity interval training.
Specifically, VO2max, which is the criterion index of aerobic fitness, was increased to a similar extent regardless of whether the mask was worn. Consequently, it appears that the mask
does not simulate a high-altitude environment. This conclusion was also supported by the
fact that the oxygen saturation of the blood during exercise for the mask-wearing subjects
was not lower than what would be expected under normal circumstances during this type
of exercise.
However, improvement in the ventilatory thresholds that only occurred for subjects in the mask group suggest that the mask did alter the stimulus that was applied during training. The authors suggest that this effect was simply a function of the increased
resistance to breathing that was present when exercising with the mask. In this regard, a
growing body of research suggests that regularly-performed “inspiratory muscle training”
(IMT) reduces ventilatory-muscle fatigue and improves endurance performance independent of changes in cardiorespiratory function. Importantly, most of these previous studies involve IMT done separately as a stand-alone workout utilizing a small resisted-breathing device. However, recent research indicates that this type of training can also be applied
while performing conventional endurance exercise via use of a mask-like device with
valves that provide inspiratory and expiratory resistance. But either way, the stimulus is
related to resistance and, therefore, not associated with an alteration of the oxygen content
of the air that is passing through the device.
Fred DiMenna is a two-time Natural Mr. United States and retired WNBF drugfree bodybuilder who has a PhD in exercise physiology from University of Exeter in the
U.K. He is main or contributing author of over 30 articles listed on PubMed and serves as
an adjunct professor at both Columbia Teachers College and Adelphi University. Visit him
at www.freddimenna.com or e-mail at mrnaturalus@yahoo.com.

THE COST OF CHANGE AND THE PRICE OF THE STATUS QUO
This is a topic that most ‘people-pleasers’ do not want to
talk about because it makes them feel uncomfortable. When you
have been doing things a certain way for a long time, you can
get lulled into a comfort zone. You start saying things like, “Well
it’s not that bad.” “It could be worse.” Or, “One day I will get in
shape.” These statements are called ‘softeners’ and are a way to
find temporary gratification in the moment. They distract you
from your inside voice that is screaming at you to do something
bigger and better with your life.
Have you ever started on a path to achieve a big dream or a lifelong goal just to find yourself settling back in your old ways after just a few weeks?
You may have done this multiple times until you subconsciously decide to give up
and stick with the status quo.
In 2012, an Australian nurse named Bronnie Ware who was working in palliative care with terminally ill patients started asking them if they had any regrets
when they reflected on their lives. What she learned prompted her to write a book on
the topic, one that certainly pulls on the heartstrings. The number one regret was not
living their ideal life because they were more worried about what was expected of
them.
Doesn’t that just hit you between the eyes? How many people-pleasers reading this right now think that the most important thing you can do is keep everyone
else happy? Yet there it is, at the top of the list. The most common deathbed regret is
living the life that other people expect of you and never having the courage to live
the life you wanted to. Here is your big opportunity: face up to some big questions
now, and you don’t have to share that regret later on.
Many people who are living with the underdog curse can’t actually tell you
what their goals and dreams are. They carry around a frustration they can’t explain,
and consequently feel life has a certain dullness about it. Doesn’t it make you wonder how many midlife crises’ started out here? We just know we aren’t living the life
we really want to live.
Still, many people can’t actually define what that is. They get stuck in a cycle
of people-pleasing and keeping everyone happy while denying their own nagging
dissatisfaction because they’ve never sat down to really think about some things.
Before you can take one step ahead, you need to take two steps back to see
how your life is not making you happy. Allow yourself to feel the pain of dissatisfaction and unfulfilled dreams that the status quo has offered so that it’s no longer a
viable place to stay. Then think of realistic goals that would make you happy and
write them down. To do this, you need to spend some time in solitude to ask yourself some tough questions. You will need to be patient as it can take time to truly and
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honestly answer them.
Ask yourself:
1. What do I really want? What are my goals, dreams, and values?
2. What is the price if I really go for these goals?
3. What is the trauma if I don’t?
Future Pacing the Change and the Status Quo
Once you’ve written down your goal(s) you have an exercise to do. It’s called
‘future pacing’. This is where you start to look at the future through two different
lenses and see what it might hold in store.
What happens if you attain that goal? What happens if you don’t change at
all? Write down the positive stuff first —what is the promise of your goal?
• Is it that you’ll enjoy your job finally?
• Maybe you’ll be able to take your family on that dream holiday.
• Perhaps you’ll be able to make the difference in the world that you’ve always
wanted to make.
• Maybe you’ll gain financial freedom after years of debt.
What will your life look like, how will it improve, if you attain that goal?
It’s important that you know exactly. What is the great promise of this goal? What is
the carrot? What picture do you need to keep clear in your mind’s eye to inspire you
to keep on track?
You can even use your people-pleaser tendencies for good here:
• Will your kids or your spouse be proud of you?
• Who would you be setting a good example for?
• How would it make you feel?
Following goals often means sacrifice of time, energy, and resources. But if
you have the promise in mind, you will know what price you are willing to pay.
There will be times when you don’t feel like persevering. You may even feel
like giving up. But, there are keys to getting through these times. Always have the
promise clear in your mind. You wrote it down on your list just now. Remember it.
Focus on the outcome rather than the cost. But remember, there is also a cost to maintaining the status quo.
Dr. Don MacDonald has spent 17 years in the health and wellness industry as
a chiropractor in Edmonton, Alberta. It was from his position at the adjusting table
that he noticed a common frustration developing into a major stressor in the lives of
many patients. He identified it as ‘the underdog curse’ which stopped them from living
their best lives. Dr. Don is now a life coach and motivational speaker who empowers
people to live their best lives. In July of this year, he released his best-selling book “The
Underdog Curse” which addresses why people sabotage their own happiness and what
they can do about it. His book is available on Amazon and Kindle; Sign up for his
“Crush the Curse” newsletter at: www.theunderdogcurse.com
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THE DREADFUL NEEDLE: Have Dental Shots Improved at all? by Howard Golan DDS
Have you ever left the dental office with
your face drooping or your eyelid fluttering?
Have you had to go back to work, or go to lunch
with a fat lip?
“It’s nothing personal, doc, I just hate the
dentist.” If I had a nickel for every time I hear
that in my practice…
Fear is the number one reason people do
not go to the dentist. Fear of dental procedures
impacts me everyday and prevents so many in
the world from managing their oral health.
Of all the things in dentistry that people dread most, it’s the
needle. The mouth is an extremely sensitive area of the body. Sticking
a needle in your arm for blood work hurts for a second, but the skin
and muscles in the arm are no where near as sensitive as the mouth.
Dental technology has exploded in the last 5 years. With all
the amazing advancements that I have introduced to my practice, has
the most painful, fearful procedure improved at all?
Dental injections hurt for two reasons. First, the penetration of
the needle into the gums and oral tissue. Second, the pressure of the
fluid as it is injected from a small needle into tight tissue hurts as
well. Finally, even though we are often working on specific areas of
the gums and teeth, the affect of a dental shot is a “fat lip,” puffy
cheek and droopy smile.
The great news is technology has improved dental injections,
and I have made it my goal to improve the dental patient’s experience
as much as possible. While there is never the elimination of some of
the above problems, newer products and protocols have come to help
significantly reduce the negative aspects of dental injections.
First, we use a laser to desensitize the area we are about the
inject. The laser creates a temporary analgesia that significantly
reduces the pain of the needle piecing through the gums.
Second, we can add a solution to the anesthetic to increase the
speed at which the anesthesia works. This is important because we
can start the procedure faster and release the patient faster as we do
not have to wait as long for the patient to get “numb.”
However, the most significant change in the way I do dental

injections is the STA system (Milestone Scientific). This product has
been around for a while, but it’s most recent version has changed the
game for me as a dentist.
The STA stands for “Single Tooth Anesthesia.” Dental shots
place local anesthetic in the soft tissue around where nerves are going
into or are in the bone. We rely on proper placement of the needle and
the right dosage. While dental injections as a whole are quite predictable, there are negative consequences.
First, we may not be in the right place since we cannot see the
nerves, or we do not have the right dosage. Second, some people have
a more difficult time getting numb. This can be due to genetic,
anatomic or other factors. Third, numbness of the lip, tongue, and
other soft tissue structures comes with traditional injections.
Finally, there are potential, though rare, long-term consequences like prolonged lip numbness, muscle spasm and the dreaded
“electric shock” when the injection pierces the sheath of the nerve
bundle.
The STA places the anesthetic around the tooth I am working
on. It only gets that tooth numb and does not get the lip, tongue or
cheek numb with it. The needle is slid gently between the tooth and
the gums and the anesthesia is delivered by computer so the pressure
is optimized for the tooth.
We place the anesthetic 2-3 places around the tooth. While the
time for the injection is longer, it is almost painless and I can start to
work right away. Think about no fat lip, or tongue. Think about
enjoying your dinner or your company after a dental procedure.
We a t Gola n Fa mily Dent ist ry will work wit h our pa t ient s t o
support t heir t rea t ment needs. We will provide t ra dit iona l a nd more
holist ic opt ions for t heir t oot h t rea t ment . Educa t ion a nd biologica l
underst a nding of your body a nd your mout h is of our most pa ra mount
concern. For more info see t he a d direct ly below, ca ll us a t 516- 627- 1687
or visit : www.ena melrules.com

“21st Century Dentistry with a Small Practice Feel”

• Biomimetic Restorative

Treatment
• Laser Assisted Fillings
• Laser Assisted Gum

Treatment
• Crowns
• Digital
• Sleep

FREE
CONSULT
Marshall B. Golan DDS and Howard S. Golan DDS

Impressions

Apnea Treatment

• Ozone
• Laser

in a Day

Therapy

Pain Relief

245 Hillside Avenue
Williston Park, NY 11596
www.enamelrules.com
516-627-1687
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ON THE COVER: Marie Clark
Describe
your
upbringing....were you
always healthy and fit as
a child or did you find
health through a crisis or
epiphany? Did you play
sports in school, if so,
what?
I'm 47 years of age
and consider myself fortunate not to have been
raised in the era of personal electronic devices in
my early youth. That in
itself kept me and others
alike fit and healthy.
Realizing I'm dating
myself here, it might be
difficult for the younger
generation to comprehend, life without cell
phones and online gaming. I have fond memories of skipping, hopscotch, bike riding, all
things outdoors and
active minus the screens. Really, what better screen
could you ever ask for, when you step outside? Nature is
breathtakingly beautiful! No screen resolution can
match the rewards and benefits you reap from the real
thing.
Describe your typical day...what do you do exercise wise, eat...etc.
I typically eat 5 meals a day, starting with a
hearty breakfast soon after waking. I drink plenty of
water as my choice for beverage, usually with lemon. As
for exercise, my main focus is on resistance training
although I do incorporate cardio afterwards depending
on the day. I also factor in stretching as it's an important
component.

Do you have another career and if so, how do you
balance two jobs with your life....
At present, I train in the evenings throughout
the week. During the day, I am going through renovations on a few properties and am in the process of moving, but plan on returning to the corporate world with a
day time office position in the New Year while continuing to train evenings. Organization is the key to balance
with an emphasis on family life.
Do you take supplements or follow a certain
kind of diet (vegan, clean, whole foods, gluten-free etc,) if
so describe exactly....
Quite simply, I eat as close to nature as possible.
Mostly vegetables raw or steamed, sometimes baked
with spices and herbs, fresh if possible. Healthy fats
from natural oils and nuts. Lean protein sources; more
plant, less animal. Where fish is concerned, I try to stay
away from bottom feeders, as you are what you eat, ate.
Pretty much all berries. It's safe to assume the diet is
based on a low to moderate glycemic index. I do enjoy
grains as well, such as quinoa (although a seed), wild
rice, large oats.
What is your fitness philosophy?
My philosophy on life really, is all about helping people. Fitness happens to be an integral part of
healthy living and longevity. However, due to lifestyle
choices, many people refrain from exercising for various
reasons. I wish to help others and share my knowledge
and make a vast difference in the world we live in today.
Thank you, New Living, for this feature in doing so : ).
There are too many people suffering unnecessarily from
non-communicable diseases attributed to lifestyle choices namely, lack of physical activity and poor nutrition.
Take cancer for instance, way too common. The statistics
are alarming. Everyone has been affected in some way,
even directly. It's time to do something about this. The
good news is, many lifestyle diseases are preventable
and reversed with proper nutrition and exercise.
How do you stay mentally/emotionally and
spiritually fit?

Spirituality is the most important aspect of my being,
it's my core and focus. I habitually get in-touch with my core
self through prayer in the morning and the remainder of the
day is taken care of.
What is your favorite thing to do (other than fitness)?
Spending time with family and friends, especially
outdoors.
How do you keep your family healthy?
My three sons live at home with my husband and
me. They are aged 20, 17 and 12. I do my best to instill healthy
values by living example while trying not to nag.
Did you meet your husband through a fitness and/or
healthy living activity?
Funny enough, I knew Rob, my husband, from high
school, we were in the same Grade 9 Geography class, but it
wasn't until my second year of college that we started dating
and eventually married in 1995, and have been for 21 years
now. Another funny coincidence, two of our sons attended
the same high school we did, so who knows, they might end
up with their soulmate as well.
What/Whom inspires you?
It's difficult to name one person or thing as there are
many and ever-changing.
Words of advice to our readers....
No matter what stage you are at in life, you can
decide right now, on a "New Living."
Any projects you are working on?
Knowing there is a need for exercise and most people, especially the mass majority of aging baby-boomers, suffer from some sort of sedentary lifestyle and poor nutrition,
which by the way is the number one leading health risk
according to the WHO, I wish to make exercise available to
those that can't afford personal training or are perhaps homebound. I have created a YouTube Channel "Marie Clark,
CPTN-CPT" where I envision creating exercises doable by all
in the convenience of their home.
How can people get in touch with you?
The easiest way to reach me is by email at:
clark.marie2468@yahoo.ca
PHOTOS COURTESY OF BILLY ARCHOS

ARE WE MIND-PROGRAMMED? HOW CAN WE BREAK THIS PROGRAMMING? by Carol Talbot
Perhaps you’re driving to the office or taking the dog for a walk and out of the blue, a new
thought comes into your mind. Whether it's what to
have for dinner, where to go on your next vacation or
thinking about a long lost friend, your mind is a constant stream of thoughts and reflections. Do you ever
wonder where those thoughts come from?
Every single second of the day, it's estimated that
you receive two million bits of information streaming
in to your nervous system through your eyes and ears
and through the senses of touch, smell and taste. Your senses take in whatever you experience that you think is outside of you.
Your thoughts are directed by what you sense and feel and the
energy that gives rise to a certain thought can come from a myriad of different sources - that includes society and the environment around you,
advertising, the state of the economy, politics and of course, the latest
news stories in the media. And since the media thrives on negativity, this
is what you are feeding your mind.
If you're bothered and upset, then chances are you are going to be
running the same thought pattern again and again so it is worth considering what you're watching, hearing and reading on a regular basis. Are you
addicted to a particular TV soap or cable series? Do you watch a lot of
movies and like particular genres like horror or R-Rated Action? It's surprising how the characters and plot become a topic of discussion with
friends and family.
According to research, the average thought lasts between 6 - 10 seconds, so if you repeatedly feed your mind with images and sounds that
present the world in a hostile, violently brutal way, your idea of the world
being like becomes further ingrained in your psyche. And how to you ever
break the cycle once you find yourself going round and round in it?
Actually, a lot of intelligent marketing and branding done today
depends on understanding how to influence thoughts through conditioned response. How does conditioned response work? Well, if you use
an alarm clock to wake up in the morning, the alarm is the trigger and the
conditioned response is to get up... or hit the snooze button. If you see a
red traffic light, that is the trigger and the conditioned response is to stop.
When it comes to marketing and advertising, whether it's believ-

ing that your money is safe with the big banks, taking more and more drugs
is simply the right thing to do because the pharmaceutical companies tell
you so, or that your tax dollars are being used wisely in the quest to bring
democracy to the rest of the world by the government, you are bombarded
with the same messages repeatedly from these organizations and institutions creating a conditioned response in you. The good news is that you can
control those "random" thoughts.
Your language has a direct connection with your thoughts. Meaning
the words that come out of your mouth don't happen by accident. Words
have a direct relationship with the thoughts you have and are dependent on
what you choose to pay attention to. Your thought is behind the language
that comes out of your mouth.
As your actions are all primarily unconscious, it can sometimes be
extremely revealing to listen to your language and realize what thoughts
you are running on a regular basis. You can then change what information
you choose to pay attention to. The thoughts you have are a result of what
you sense and receive. Your language determines how you structure your
reality created by your thoughts.
Indeed, you have the ability and the power to change the language
you use every day to label people, events, situations, and circumstances in
your life. As soon as the label changes, your experience and the perception
of the person, the event, the situation or the circumstance also changes.
So quite simply, when you change your language, you change your
thoughts and vice versa. What you will discover is that when you change
your language, you begin to change your life.
Carol Talbot (www.caroltalbot.me) is an inspirational speaker and
helps people reach success both in their personal life as well as career. She is
highly regarded by organizations and individuals looking to maximize their
performance and make a real difference in their lives and the world. She combines NLP and fire-walking in her retreats to unleash great potential in people individually and as they work within a corporate structure. For more
than two decades, she has stepped up to fire up creativity and greatness within individuals and teams worldwide, by engaging them with her unique wisdom and presentation skills one-on-one or to an audience of thousands.
When Carol speaks, people listen. Her next book, YOU the Divine Genius
launches globally at the end of January 2017.
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT CELIAC DISEASE
Celiac disease is an autoimmune disorder of the gastrointestinal tract that results from exposure to
gluten, a protein present in grains
such as barley, rye, and wheat. It is
present in about 1% of the United
States population, and is most common in people of European descent,
while also seen in those from India,
the Middle East, and South America
(Asians are less affected). Celiac disease is more common
in women, those with a family history, and in patients
with other autoimmune disorders, like diabetes and thyroid disease. It results from the body’s inability to digest
gliadin, a protein present in gluten, which causes an
autoimmune inflammatory response in the body’s small
intestine. This results in the malabsorption of several
key vitamins and nutrients, causing the gastrointestinal
symptoms that are the hallmark of the disorder, in addition to protean manifestations in other organ systems.
While most people associate celiac disease with
the classic symptoms of diarrhea, bloating, and crampy
abdominal pain, more people actually present with
extra-intestinal manifestations. These can include anemia, skin lesions, elevated liver tests, neurologic symptoms such as neuropathy, seizures, or headache, osteoporosis, and an increased risk of certain malignancies,
such as lymphoma. The diagnosis can be made at any
time in life, though with an increased public and medical awareness, it is being found earlier in a patient’s
course than ever. Many patients who were told they had
irritable bowel syndrome their entire lives have recently
been diagnosed with celiac disease. Despite this, however, many patients still remain undiagnosed.
A positive diagnosis of celiac disease can be
strongly suggested by blood testing for tissue transglutaminase (TTG) or anti-endomysial antibodies, and confirmed by biopsy of the small intestine during an upper
endoscopy. While these blood tests can be quite sensitive
and specific, they are not perfect in confirming the diag-

nosis of celiac disease. Many people are falsely given
this diagnosis based solely on weakly positive antibody
results, and these people may suffer adverse consequences from an improper diagnosis. As a result, gastroenterologists should be involved in the care of
patients in whom the diagnosis of celiac is not certain.
There are also blood genetic tests that can be helpful in
establishing the diagnosis or determining the risk of
family members. Patients with gastrointestinal symptoms seemingly caused by gluten but who test negative
for celiac disease may have gluten sensitivity, a newly
recognized disorder even more common than celiac disease. These patients respond very well to a gluten-free
diet. It is becoming more and more common for people
to start gluten-free diets without seeking advice from
medical personnel as many simply “feel better” by
avoiding gluten
The cornerstone of treatment for celiac disease
is a gluten-free diet. While restrictive, it has gotten easier and easier over the last several years for this diet to be
maintained. This is largely due to an increasing public
awareness of celiac disease, and has resulted in large
numbers of gluten-free choices at many supermarkets
and restaurants. Studies show the huge majority of
patients will have good responses initially to a glutenfree diet, with resolution of their symptoms and
improvement in their bloodwork and biopsies.
However, a subset of patients will note persistent or
recurrent symptoms months to years after the initial
diagnosis. The main cause is persistent gluten ingestion,
either to noncompliance with a gluten-free diet (which
can be increasingly difficult for people to maintain over
a long period of time) or to inadvertent continued exposure to gluten.
Other possibilities for the etiology of persistent
gastrointestinal symptoms include other concomitant
diagnoses, such as irritable bowel syndrome, lactose
intolerance, and fructose intolerance. There is a small
subset of patients with celiac disease who remain symptomatic despite strict adherence to a gluten-free diet.

by David Purow, MD

These patients may require medications like oral steroids or
other medications that affect the immune system.
New options may soon be available for treatment of
celiac disease, both in the refractory patient and in those experiencing difficulty maintaining a gluten-free diet. Research on
medications to treat celiac disease has expanded recently, and
there are a number of trials being conducted with a wide variety of molecules aimed at disrupting different stages of the
pathogenesis of celiac disease. Exciting and promising areas
of investigation include medications designed to degrade
gluten into substances that will not elicit the autoimmune
inflammatory response that results in symptoms, and other
medications designed to prevent specific steps of this inflammatory response. While these trials are only in the early
stages, results thus far are very promising and there is hope
that within several years, celiac patients may have options for
treatment in addition to a gluten-free diet.
There is an increasing awareness of celiac disease
and gluten sensitivity and while these conditions are being
found more often, many patients still go undiagnosed. There
are other people who are incorrectly given the diagnosis of
celiac disease. While many people feel better with less
abdominal discomfort and bloating on a gluten-free diet, it is
still important to seek the care of a gastroenterologist to confirm the diagnosis. Most people with celiac disease respond
well to a gluten-free diet, which has become easier (though
still difficult) to maintain as an increased public knowledge
has resulted in an exponential increase in the availability of
gluten-free options. Promising trials are underway that
explore alternative therapies to a gluten-free diet for patients
with celiac disease.
Dr. Purow is a member of the American College of
Gastroenterology and the American Gastroenterology
Associations. He maintains an avid interest in all areas of gastroenterology and liver disease, and is currently serving as the
Chief of the Division of Internal Medicine at Huntington
Hospital. He can be reached at his office, North Country
Medical Associates, located at 195 East Main Street,
Huntington, New York 11743. Call 631-549-8181 for more info.
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Why Being a Little Selfish is Key to Your Success
When Hazel reached out to me to she was in a state of confusion. "I've been invited to apply for a new position in my
company that I really want but I'm afraid that if I do my family will think I'm being selfish" she lamented. "We will need to
make changes in the family if I to pursue this opportunity. I'm
not used to putting my own desires first."
Hazel's feelings are common for people who can't imagine
a "mountaintop" life that allows for pursuing one's untapped
potential. A fear of being labeled as "selfish" keeps people like
Hazel in a silent inner battle. While they desperately want
greater success -- to develop themselves and their talents -- they feel guilty at the
same time.
The struggle to find a healthy balance afflicts women and men alike.
While not discussed openly, a fear of being too selfish is common for people who
feel compelled to develop their spirit, mind, heart, body and/or talents. Too many
people struggle to put themselves first - even some of the time.
Rather than find an open path toward a mountaintop life of true satisfaction, people will run into one dead end after another. Those who are afraid of
being too selfish will undoubtedly become too selfless. In the big picture, these
are both dead ends. They leave us filling empty.
The truth is, we are all born selfish because being selfish ensured our survival. Have you ever met an unselfish toddler? Of course not, because they don't
exist! As long as parents meet their child's needs and at the same time set healthy
limits, the child will naturally grow beyond its all-consuming, selfish approach to
life.
Being a "little" selfish in life is actually healthy as long as you know when
you are out of control and have gone too far with putting yourself first. Life will
become very narrow if you are only focused on yourself.
Finding the right balance in life means that you are getting your own
needs met while meeting your responsibilities without resentment. If you become
too selfish, people around you tune you out and avoid you when they may have
offered you a much-needed helping hand or once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. There
will never be enough money, fun, connection, or attention to fill the captain's hat
when self-centeredness runs the ship.
When we don't allow ourselves to be a "little" selfish, we will undoubtedly become too "selfless." People who deny their own needs and desires and spend
their time, energy and even money on others to their own detriment are too selfless. While it's wonderful to be caring and generous, being too selfless leads to
resentment, angst and fear that you are wasting your life.
The most successful people in life know how to be a "little" selfish and
enjoy even greater success. While each of us needs to define "a little" based on our
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by Daphne Michaels

own values and life circumstances, keep this in mind: It is important to our
health to have fun in life, to celebrate, and to meet our own needs met.
Finding the right balance will also allow you to find joy in serving others.
During our work together, Hazel learned how to talk openly with
her family about the opportunities she wanted to explore. To her surprise,
her husband and children were more supportive than she had ever imagined they would be. Rather than thinking she was being too selfish they
ensured her that they would take on more responsibility at home so she
could pursue her own dreams.
Had Hazel been wrong about her family? Was it just in her imagination that she feared they would resist her wanting to pursue a new job?
Hazel learned a valuable lesson. She realized it was a self-fulfilling
prophecy; that her well thought out and positive communication approach
opened up the opportunity for her family to support her. By Hazel being
self-affirming, she taught her family to affirm her as well.
What are signs that you may need to be a "little" more selfish? The
four most common are frustration, isolation, powerlessness and jealousy.
These are all emotional signals that you have lost balance in your life.
Frustration will drain and cripple you and make you view all experiences
in life negatively. Isolation will reduce your connection to family and community and prevent you from sharing your gifts with others.
Powerlessness will create feelings of weakness, helplessness and
hopelessness and prevent your life energy from building. Jealousy, a very
strong and toxic emotion, is telling you that you may be projecting your
own talents onto others thinking they have more right than you to pursue
them.
Once Hazel created an opportunity for her family to affirm her she
successfully interviewed and received the new position. She enjoyed her
work more than ever. To her amazement and contrary to her fear, it was her
decision to be a "little" selfish that allowed her family to grow closer and
enjoy even more of what life has to offer.
Daphne Michaels, author of the bestselling book, "Mountaintop
Prosperity: Move Quickly to New Heights in Life, Work and Money" is a
leading expert in guiding others to their highest potential. She has helped
thousands of people for more than twenty years and is considered to be a
pioneer in the field of how tapping personal energy improves daily life. Her
life-long journey includes formal training in the social sciences and integral
psychology and rewarding work as a licensed psychotherapist, consultant
and executive trainer. Mountaintop Prosperity is available at Amazon and
bookstores
nationwide.
For
more
information:
www.ReachMyMountaintop.com
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ALTHETES ON THE COUCH: Depth Sport Psychology
As the world of sports
grows, so does the world of sport
psychology and so it is no surprise that the field has begun to
sub-specialize. As a psychoanalyst, I have attempted to further
the field of depth sport psychology which now consists of
Jungian and Freudian psychology. Since most people know very
little about sport psychology and what sport psychologists actually do let me explain:
All competitive sports are highly emotionally charged. Go to any football game and you will
know what I mean. Standard sport psychology interventions such as relaxation techniques, positive selftalk visualization or hypnosis are often not strong
enough to contain the tidal wave of emotions that are
felt by the athlete. A psychoanalytic approach to the
athlete’s problems means that their issues are taken
more seriously and assumed to be largely unconscious. The athlete is given regular appointments and
following an intake and diagnosis, the treatment
begins. We use free association, exploration of past
traumas and loss, dream interpretation, insight-oriented interventions, transference, clarification, confrontation, support and resistance analysis to alleviate their suffering. Professional treatment means
more lasting and effective results. Here are the areas
of what is now called ‘depth sport psychology’:
1) Anxiety: Disruptive anxiety in sports can
end an athlete’s career. Chuck Knoblauch of the
Yankees is a good example of a professional athlete
who had so much anxiety, he lost the ability to make
a simple throw. I have worked with more than one
athlete who has told me they have passed out with
anxiety before matches. Anxiety is felt as tension,
panic, sweating, dry mouth, jitteriness, nausea, and
lightheadedness. Standard sport psychology like

by Tom Ferraro, Ph.D. Sport Psychologist

hypnosis or deep breathing will only take care of
about 15% of this kind of anxiety. Depth sport psychology will spend time to build up ego strength
through mirroring, ventilation, insight, solace and
supportive psychotherapy. And when this occurs
over time, the athlete is able to make use of standard
sport psychology techniques. Without enough ego
strength, the standard suppressive techniques will
typically collapse under intense competitive pressure.
2) Depression: The sports fan demands perfection but perfection is hard to come by. These kinds
of demands are eventually internalized by the athlete
and this often leads to internalized anger, shame,
despair, loss of energy and then giving up. This is
evidence of a harsh super ego and it must be
addressed if the athlete is to return to confident play.
Sport requires the use of aggression but when
aggression is turned inward, the player will almost
certainly lose. Pep talks or positive self-talk will
rarely be enough. In order to develop a good sense of
forgiveness, the player must be given a chance to
ventilate, be given solace and then problem solve the
mistakes that may have occurred. This is the domain
of depth sport psychology.
3) Team Dynamics: The treatment of team
dynamics is the most undeveloped area in sport psychology thanks to its complexity. The combination of
strong emotions an ever changing roster of players,
endless injuries and the unconscious dynamics within every team is very tough to manage. Wilfred
Boon, the father of group therapy, taught us that
when one enters any group, a person will tend to
regress to childhood dynamics which includes sibling rivalry, jealousy, infighting and dependency on
the leader. This explains why so many coaches feel
stress and sometimes drink to control these feelings.
Inevitably, they become overwhelmed and depleted
by the childish demands most players put upon

them. Some players get scapegoated and others will sabotage
the coach’s efforts by losing
intentionally to get back at the
coach.
4) Family dynamics:
The last area the depth sport
psychologist works in is family
dynamics. Sports are very exciting to watch and if you are related to the athlete on the field, it
can become very hard to contain
ones emotions. The feeling of
helplessness in the parent can
sometimes lead to screaming or
those depressing conversations
on the car ride home. It is often Athletes like golfing superstar
necessary to provide counseling Anika Sorenstam have benefitto the parents in these cases by ed from the world of sport psychology
teaching them how to listen,
establish better boundaries, learn patience and how to
provide solace to the athlete rather than reprimands or
advice.
Athletes are subject to anxiety, depression, drug
use and many forms of self-sabotage. The field of psychoanalysis and the field of depth sport psychology takes all
this seriously and provides each athlete a chance to ventilate, problem solve, receive solace, gain insight and ego
build so their sports career can prosper. This method is not
a band aid approach, but rather is a serious treatment
designed to cope with the intense, overwhelming and disruptive emotions often felt on the playing field.

Dr. Tom Ferraro has specialized in sport psychology for the last 20 years and works in the fields of golf, tennis, soccer, baseball, fencing, figure skating, gymnastics,
swimming, running, biking and more. Dr. Ferraro is available to speak at school, running clubs, libraries and gyms.
He can be reached at drtferraro@aol.com or by calling (516)
248-7189. His website is drtomferraro.com

$5 off $20
or more with this ad
IN STORE PURCHASES ONLY. Exp. 1/20/17 NL

Receive a 20% discount on all products*.
Experience what makes Runner’s Edge the
best in running specialty - quality service
and the best brands in the business, at
prices that can’t be beat.
516.420.7963
242 MAIN STREET
Farmingdale, NY 11735

SMITHTOWN RUNNING COMPANY

www.runnersedgeny.com
*Excludes wetsuits, electronics, gift certificates, certain
makes/models and accessories. Not to be combined with other offers

631-780-6591
www.smithtownrunning.com

Running & Walking Shoes & Apparel
Expert Shoe Fittings
SAYVILLE RUNNING COMPANY
49 Main Street, SAYVILLE, NY

631-589-5700
www.sayvillerunning.com
91 E. Main Street, SMITHTOWN, NY

Long Island Road
Runners Club
(516) 294-6299

We meet for races in
Eisenhower Park,
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FINDING HOPE AFTER LOSS by Lynda Fell
Seven years ago, I lost my teenage daughter in
a car accident. As if that wasn’t enough, my dear sweet
hubby buried his grief in the sand and escaped into
eighty-hour workweeks, more wine, more food, and less
talking. His blood pressure shot up, his cholesterol went
off the chart, and the perfect storm arrived in 2012 when
he suddenly began drooling and couldn’t speak. At age
forty-six, he was having a major stroke.
My husband lived but needed full-time care. Still
reeling from the loss of our daughter, autopilot resumed
its place at the helm and I felt like I was crawling in circles through the belly of hell. Eventually I came to my own personal crossroad: I could either continue doing circles, or start walking forward in search
of hope.
At age forty-six, I had a lot of mileage left in me and couldn’t fathom
spending it in hell for the rest of my life. So I set out armed with the belief
that if I just kept going, the darkness would eventually fade to dawn. If I
could get to that point, a sunrise was within reach. I started walking with
hope as my compass.
Today, I can honestly say that my life is rich with blessings that
include lots of laughter, singing silly songs with my grandson, and enjoying
an occasional salt-rimmed glass with the sisterhood. How did I find hope
through such hell? In an era of delivery drones and virtual reality, I would
like to say that healing and hope were delivered right to my front door. But
they didn’t, and I couldn’t sit around waiting. Armed with determination and
dedication, I went searching for my own personal brand of “hold on, pain
eases” and found it.
I believe that if I can find hope, anyone can. It’s a matter of making
the decision to start walking. Need help getting started? Follow these central
steps to help restore hope after loss.
In the first long stretch of the journey, it’s important to validate your
emotions. Pain hurts, and it hurts deeply. And it’s natural to flee from that
which hurts, so it sounds counterproductive to let go and succumb to the journey. But the innate need to cry and talk about our loss is imperative to our
healing. When we talk about it, we aren’t ruminating in our sorrow or feeling
sorry for ourselves. By discussing it, we are actually processing it. If we aren’t
allowed to process it, then it becomes silent grief. Silent grief is deadly grief.
Find a friend who will patiently listen for fifteen minutes every day. Set the

timer and ask him or her not to say anything during those fifteen minutes.
Explain that it is important for you to just ramble without interruption, guidance, or judgment. You need not have the same listener each time, but practicing this daily step is vital.
As you honor your emotional pain, allow for plenty of rest, protect your
health, and find ways to calm your physical senses. Take a warm bath. Wear
fuzzy socks. Listen to soothing music. Treating yourself to the perception of
delight doesn’t erase the emotional heartache, but it will offer a reminder that
not all pleasure is lost. With practice, the awareness of delight eventually leads
to pleasure, the frontrunner for joy.
Profound grief can appear to rob our world of all beauty. Despite our
suffering, the birds continue to sing, flowers continue to bloom, the surf continues to ebb and flow. Recognizing the beauty in life helps to reintegrate us
back into our environment. Reconnect to your surroundings by acknowledging
one small pleasantry each day and allow it to really register. Listen to nature’s
singsong or notice the sun’s illumination of a beautiful flower. It’s hard to see
beauty while feeling pain, but with persistence it does become easier and eventually effortless. With beauty comes hope.
Find a gratifying outlet that includes repetitive motion such as beading, knitting or quilting to help calm the brain, lower blood pressure, and
result in useful, tangible items that boost self esteem. Beginning a new outlet
may feel exhausting at first, but remember that the first step is always the hardest. And you don’t have to do it forever, just focus on it for the time being.
Finally, one laugh can scatter a hundred griefs and is like an old fashioned remedy: it’s good for all that ails us. Laughing affords a respite from the pain and
helps to balance the sadness. Like any other muscle, the more you exercise it,
the easier it comes.
Finding hope after loss feels impossible in the beginning, but just
remember that without grief, there would be no need for hope. Make a promise to yourself to take that first step and then keeping going. It takes determination, dedication, and lots of baby steps but like any dedicated routine, it gets
easier over time. And the reward of finding balance and restoring hope to your
life after profound loss is worth every step.
Lynda Cheldelin Fell is an emotional healing expert and a multiple
award-winning author of 20 books including the five star Grief Diaries series
featuring over 500 stories of searching for healing, hope, and life’s silver linings.
Learn more at www.LyndaFell.com.

LIFE LESSONS FROM MY MAMAS’ KITCHENS
The kitchen is the perfect setting for family laughter, reminiscing with friends, and sharing experiences.
Multigenerational conversations about relationships,
life, and happiness are nourished more easily in this
warm and supportive environment. Timeless recipes
for living, taught lovingly in the kitchen, offer the key
ingredients needed for a lifetime of success.
Adopted at birth in Melaka, Malaysia, my first 18
years were guided by my adoptive mother, Nyah. One
lesson she taught me was that everyone possesses a
seed of greatness. She believed this seed was the key to success in life. The
essence of this seed allows our dreams, goals and wishes to develop. Her
wisdom gave birth to a lifetime of inspiration for me.
At 19, while attending college at Louisiana State University, I
received the news of my father's sudden passing. The timing of his death
produced both emotional trauma and a financial crisis that set a new
course for my life. I was not able to return to Malaysia again for 15 years.
During this time, while living on my own in Baton Rouge, I began
the journey of meeting my eight other moms, one at a time over the next
18 years. The timing of these wonderful women appearing in my life was
God-sent. These ladies guided my soul and nourished my heart. They
were my teachers, coaches, and counselors, always available to listen to
my ideas and console me during times of need. Most of my nine moms
have since passed away, but each of them left me with timeless recipes for
living that collectively formed the basis of my success.
Coming to America at a young age was a dream come true for me.
I was eager to embrace every aspect of the culture. My excitement to
assimilate into my new surroundings was bolstered by my host family
and Southern belle mom, Eleanora Carter. She educated me with what I
needed to know in order to blend into the community. Thanks to her, I
learned proper etiquette and manners, adding to what I already knew
from my years growing up in Malaysia. Eleanora taught me that, although
a warm and engaging personality may open doors, it is one's character that
will keep the doors open.
A consummate perfectionist, I had a tendency to keep my onetrack mind always focused on business. My disposition stood in stark con-

by Johnny Tan

trast to the personality of my sanguine Savannah mom, Toni Winters, when
we first met. Always happy with a carefree attitude, she taught me how to
live each day with gusto. Her self-assured personality convinced me to try
new experiences. Toni made me laugh and lighten up by sharing this wonderful recipe for living, "Live like there is no tomorrow; however, always
plan that you will have another day to live."
Being single with time to spare, I possessed the perfect credentials
for my friend Vickie. She couldn't wait to have me join her dancing group.
Through her, I met my ballroom dance instructor mom, Betty Tamas. A professional instructor for over 30 years, Betty was a gifted communicator. She
was a natural at conveying brief motivational messages to her students.
One evening, I struggled to keep focus on my dance steps. My mind was
distracted by a challenging day. She whispered to me, "Dancing with heart
and passion creates a lifetime of bliss in a three-and-a-half-minute song."
With a big smile she continued, "Do you remember how you felt when you
were dancing with Carrie last Saturday? You two looked great and were
glowing as you danced around the floor." Betty reminded me to be deeply
engaged in the moment. Since that evening, I have applied Betty's advice
whenever I find myself struggling or distracted by multi-tasking.
A beekeeper by day and a ballroom dancer by night, my Cajun
mom, Ginger White, is the most lighthearted person I know. She believes
humor is essential in our daily lives, and uses it to respond positively to
challenging situations. Her signature beautiful smile can light up any room
and change any difficult situation into an inspiring one. Ginger taught me,
"The natural life can always be funny and humorous. The most ordinary
events usually end up being the sweetest memories. When we pay attention during the small moments, we will realize and appreciate the happiness when it happens." Incorporating a touch of humor into everything I do
has added a new dimension to my life.
Though I no longer have the luxury of sharing delicious homecooked meals in the company of my surrogate family members, the love
and wisdom gifted to me from my mothers' kitchens have nourished me for
a lifetime.
Johnny Tan is a talk show host, professional keynote speaker,
award-winning and bestselling author, and founder of From My Mama's
Kitchen. For more information about Johnny, visit: JohnnyTan.com
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HOW TO GET RID OF FEAR-BASED COMMUNICATION
Fear holds us prisoner and hinders all communication. Anything and
everything unknown to us
creates anxiety. Here’s an
example that illustrates
this point, which might
resonate in lieu of all that is
happening post-Election
2016.
A woman walks
into a gas station to pay for her gas. The gas station
attendant is on the phone and looks to be of Middle
Eastern ethnicity. Whether the woman realizes what
her subconscious is doing or not, she makes a split-second judgment and profiles the man based on her past
impressions of men who have dark skin. She concludes that he is likely an illegal immigrant, someone
who might take a job away from deserving folks! And
when the gas attendant makes her wait until he finishes his phone call, her anxiety boils over. Her fears cause
her to say in a huff, “What terrible customer service!
Another useless foreigner!”
There is almost no country in the world that
does not have immigrants, and when all is well and
there are no economic hardships, nobody seems to care
about how many there are, where they work, or laws
relating to them. But when we hit hard times, then
everybody wants them out. This is when we get into
fear-based communication because we allow fear, generalization of how we see others and irrational judgment take the driver’s seat. Mainstream media thrives
on conflict and fear reinforcing our fear of others who
do not fit our view of the world. This is why we love to
compare “us” vs. “them” which is obviously at the
exclusion of everyone else. This is just one example of
how our fears and anxieties taint our relations and
communications with others.
So how do we overcome this fear-based com-

munication? Here are some steps you can take in your
daily life to communicate more effectively:
Step 1. Recognize when you are coming from
a fear-based perspective.
When we are fearful, it is often because we do
not know which category to put the other person in.
That means we lack a reference point in knowing how
to address the other person. This is when discomfort
sets in, which turns into fear. When this fear escalates,
it can turn into irrational thoughts which lead to resentfulness and hate, evidenced in the rise of hate crimes in
the U.S. So, the first step is to simply watch and observe
our communication on a daily basis and learn to spot
when we are feeling fearful. This one step alone would
hugely improve our communications.
Step 2. Understand that fear hinders effective
communication.
Fear stands in the way of getting our point
across because when we talk or act coming from a place
of fear, we usually use a very defensive tone and
aggressive body language and no one likes to be
addressed in that way.
Step 3. When you acknowledge fear, the fear
will diminish.
When we acknowledge that fear is the basis of
where we are coming from, we can take a deep breath
and realize we can communicate from a different
awareness. Closing your eyes for a second will do the
same. It’s difficult to be honest with ourselves and others when we are communicating from fear. By simply
being honest about that fear, fear eventually dissipates
and allows us to communicate more effectively.
Step 4: Improve communication while shifting your perspective.
After the first three steps, this last step is easy.
In our verbal communication, make the other person
the priority. Just by focusing on making sure the other
person feels comfortable, we will see a huge shift in
how they respond. And all it takes is to (a) take a step

by Gabriella Rij

back and (b) shift our perception to look through the eyes of
the other person. Make it about them. Notice their state of
mind; if they look hurried, stressed, depressed, or just plain
mad, remember that at least 75 percent of the population
feels some of these emotions at any given time. Before you
speak, remind yourself to use a kind tone with the words
you are going to use and by any, means make eye contact;
Look that person directly in the eyes and you will have communicated your message clearly and effectively.
GABRIELLA VAN RIJ is the leading voice of the
Kindness movement. Van Rij [pronounced “ray”] is a speaker, author & activist for kindness whose presentations blend
humor, original analogies and her life story to create a rare
perspective-shifting experience that speaks to all. She has
been seen by millions on Dr. Phil, ABC, CBS, NBC and FOX.
‘Watch Your Delivery’ is her third and latest book on the
secrets to effective communication. Book Gabriella for a
speaking engagement or request an interview:
www.gabriella.global Email: bobbie@gabriella.global
1.844.888.KIND (5463)

DR. KELLYANN’S BONE BROTH COOKBOOK RECIPES
Pesto Eggplant Roll-Ups
with Roasted Red Peppers
In this fun recipe, pesto, red pepper, and spinach snuggle up
together inside eggplant “wraps.”
1 large eggplant (1 1⁄4–1 1⁄2
pounds), cut lengthwise into 8
slabs, about 1⁄4-inch thick
4 tablespoons Pesto
1 cup baby spinach
1⁄2 cup jarred roasted red pepper
strips, drained and patted dry
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice
1 tablespoon chopped fresh basil
1⁄4 teaspoon Celtic or pink Himalayan salt
Preheat a gas grill or grill pan to medium-high
heat. Brush the grates with oil or coat the grill pan with
coconut oil spray. Lightly coat both sides of the eggplant
slices with coconut oil spray. Grill the eggplant until
well marked and tender, 4 to 5 minutes per side.
Transfer to a work surface to cool slightly.
Brush one side of each eggplant slice with 1⁄2
tablespoon pesto. Divide the spinach and roasted pepper among the eggplant slices, placing them on the bottom third. Roll up each slice from the bottom and place,
seam side down, on a platter.
In a small bowl, whisk together the olive oil,
lemon juice, basil, and salt. Drizzle over the rolls and
serve immediately. (Alternatively, cover the rolls without the dressing, refrigerate, and bring back to room
temperature before serving with the dressing.)
Variation: Lightly coat an 8 × 8-inch baking
dish with coconut oil spray. Nestle the rolls in the dish,
seam side down. Cover with foil and bake at 350°F until
hot, about 15 minutes. Top with the dressing and serve
with a side of cooked ancient-grain pasta or brown rice
pasta mixed with a bit of additional pesto.

Chunky Fennel-Tomato Soup
If you grew up eating tomato soup from a can,
you owe it to yourself to taste the real thing. I use fireroasted tomatoes in this recipe because they have a richer flavor than regular diced tomatoes.
3 tablespoons olive oil
3 medium yellow or sweet onions, chopped
2 medium bulbs fennel, trimmed, cored, and thinly
sliced (fronds reserved, if desired)
3 cloves garlic, minced
1 can (28 ounces) fire roasted diced tomatoes
2 cups Chicken Bone Broth
1⁄4 teaspoon Celtic or pink Himalayan salt
1⁄4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
4 teaspoons avocado oil
In a large pot, heat the olive oil over medium
heat. Add the onions and fennel. Cook, stirring occasionally, until the onions and fennel are golden and tender, about 15 minutes. Add the garlic and cook until fragrant, 1 to 2 minutes. Add the tomatoes with their juice,
bone broth, salt, and pepper and bring to a boil. Reduce
the heat to medium-low, cover, and simmer until the
vegetables are very tender, about 15 minutes more.
Season to taste with additional salt and pepper, if necessary.
To serve, divide the soup among 4 bowls and
drizzle each with 1 teaspoon avocado oil. Sprinkle with
chopped fennel fronds, if using.
Tips: Amp up the protein by adding 2 cups
shredded cooked chicken to the soup, simmering just
until heated through. Or swap out the Chicken Bone
Broth and replace with Fish Bone Broth and add an 8ounce can of lump crabmeat, picked over. Chunky’s the
name of the game for this soup, but if you’d prefer a
smoother soup, use an immersion blender to puree the
soup until desired consistency. Alternatively, carefully
transfer the soup in batches to a stand blender. Return
to the pot to heat through before serving.

Turkey Kale Meatballs with Zucchini Noodles
and Salsa Cruda
These meatballs bake while you prep your “zoodles” and
make a fresh, no-cook salsa. I like to double the meatballs
when I make this recipe so I have a head start on a second
dinner.
For the meatballs:
1 pound ground turkey
10 ounces frozen kale, thawed
1⁄2 cup minced yellow onion
1⁄2 cup grated carrot
2 large egg whites
1 clove garlic, minced
Celtic or pink Himalayan salt & freshly ground black pepper
For the salsa cruda and noodles:
3 tomatoes, coarsely chopped
1 ⁄2 medium yellow onion, chopped
1 clove garlic, minced
2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
1 tablespoon balsamic vinegar
3 medium zucchini, spiralized or peeled
2 tablespoons thinly sliced basil leaves
For the meatballs: Position a rack in the center of the
oven and preheat to 425°F. Line a large rimmed baking sheet
with foil and coat with coconut oil spray.
In a large bowl, combine the turkey, kale, onion, carrot, egg whites, garlic, and a pinch of salt and pepper. With
wet hands, form 12 meatballs the size of golf balls. Place on
the prepared baking sheet and coat with a bit more coconut
oil spray. Bake until no longer pink and lightly golden, turning the meatballs halfway through, about 18 minutes.
Meanwhile, for the salsa and noodles: In a medium
bowl, toss together the tomatoes, onion, garlic, oil, and vinegar. Season to taste with salt and pepper.
Divide the zucchini noodles among 4 plates. Top
with the salsa cruda, 3 meatballs each, and a sprinkling of
basil.
Reprinted from Dr. Kellyann’s Bone Broth Cookbook
by Kellyann Petrucci, MS, ND. Copyright (c) 2016 by Dr.
Kellyann Petrucci, MS, ND. By permission of Rodale Books.
Available wherever books are sold.
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HEMP OIL VS CBD OIL: What’s the Difference?
While they are similar in some ways, there are
important differences between hemp oil and CBD oil.
Hemp oil is made from the plant called hemp. In other
words, it is a hemp extract taken from the seeds of the
plant. While this type of oil can be extracted from all
plants in the cannabis genus, industrial hemp is the only
plant used for hemp oil. This type of hemp is specifically
produced industrially and the amount of psychoactive
substances that are contained in it is minimal.
BENEFITS OF HEMP OIL
* Hemp oil is great for cooking and a full of nutrients. It
can provide a crispy and nutty taste to foods and can be
a wonderful replacement for olive oil in salads. * It is a
great natural moisturizer that can be used after a
shower. * Hemp oil can be the base for different forms of
plastic, instead of petroleum. * It is used in the production of paints that are more eco-friendly than petroleumbased paints. * It can be used as bio-diesel fuel, like other
vegetable oils. * Hemp oil is used for making lotions,
soaps and even some foods.
CBD oil is the short form of the term cannabidiol oil. Cannabidiol is a natural component of industrial
cannabis or hemp. CBD oil is cannabis oil that has a significant content of cannabidiol. It is made from the flowers, leaves and stalks of hemp and not from its seeds like
hemp oil. CBD oil has become very popular in the medical marijuana industry, because it can be helpful in the
treatment of various conditions without the typical intoxicating effects of marijuana.
BENEFITS OF CBD OIL
* Can be used in the treatment of cancer. * It is used in
the treatment of inflammatory disorders, anxiety, depression, seizures and neurodegenerative disorders.
* Can be used in the treatment of epilepsy.
Hemp and marijuana are cousins in the plant
world, but marijuana has a much higher THC content
than hemp. Hemp oil contains low levels of CBD - typically less than 25 parts per million - while CBD oil can be

up to 15% CBD. Because the plants are related, some unscrupulous sellers of hemp oil are trying to market it for
its medicinal value, which is negligible.
MEDICAL CANNABIS TERMINOLOGY
Marijuana: The dried flower bud of the
Cannabis plant.
Indica: Indica dominant marijuana strains provide a body high, resulting in a variety of benefits: muscle relaxation, as well as relief from body pain, stress,
anxiety, headaches, and insomnia. Some strains also result in increased appetite. Indica strains tend to have a
strong sweet or sour odor.
Hybrid: Hybrid marijuana strains are a mix of
Sativa and Indica strains. Different hybrid strains result
in different highs, depending on the composition of the
strain.
Sativa: Sativa dominant marijuana strains provide an uplifting, energetic and "cerebral" high that is
best suited for daytime smoking. A sativa high is one
filled with creativity and energy; being high on sativa
can spark new ideas and creations. Sativa strains tend
to have a grassy odor.
Cannabinoid: Any of various chemical constituents of cannabis or marijuana.
D9THC: Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol, the primary psychoactive constituent of the cannabis plant
Terpenes: Organic hydrocarbons that are the
main building blocks for the cannabis plant's odors, hormones, vitamins, pigments, steroids, resins, and essential oils.
CBD (Cannabidiol): Shown to be effective in
treating inflammation, diabetes, cancer, mood disorders
(PTSD to ADD) and neurodegenerative diseases.
CBN (Cannabinol): Demonstrated results
shown for those suffering from muscle spasms, inflammation, and insomnia.
THCa (Tetrahydrocannabinol - Acid): Has
demonstrated to be a non-drowsy pain reliever & anti-

spasmodic and shown to inhibit cell-growth in tumors &
cancer cells.
Cannabis Concentrate: A Cannabis product
procured through an extraction process, typically containing a high percentage of cannabinoids.
Kief: The Cannabis flower's resin glands (or trichomes), containing a high concentration of psychoactive cannabinoids such as THC.
Tincture: A liquid concentrate procured
through alcohol extraction. onsumers should apply a
few drops of tincture under the tongue. Full effects will
be felt within an hour, at which point more tincture can
be applied as needed.
Edible: Food or drink infused with cannabinoids. Marijuana edibles are very potent, inducing a
strong body high that typically lasts several hours. Be
cautious when consuming edibles; they are slower to
take effect than marijuana consumed through smoking.
Chronic Therapy recommends that first-time consumers
ingest a 10 mg serving and then wait two hours in order
to gauge the edible amount that works best for you.
Don't fret, though, if you feel you've consumed too
much. Sleep it off and consume less next time.
Topica: Cannabis-infused product designed for
application to the surface of a part of the body, usually in
the form of a cream, salve, or ointment.
Cannabis has pain-relief and anti-inflammatory properties, making cannabis-infused topicals helpful for those suffering from arthritis, psoriasis, or allergic
skin reactions. Topicals are not psychoactive, applying a
topical to your skin will not get you high.
Excerpted from www.chronictherapy.com.
For more info about the therapeutic effects of CBD oil,
see the ad opposite this page or visit:
www.cbdoilsoflongisland.com

MY DOG HEALED MY PSORIASIS! by Kim Weiler
Max was my rescue dog
found half-dead on the side of
the road who suffered from
chronic bronchitis, heartworm
disease, arthritis, epilepsy and
obesity. To say he was very sick
for many years is an understatement.
He had this constant deep cough that was
heart-breaking to listen to and with an inability to
control his bladder. He needed constant care. I
tried everything to heal him from various medications to expensive raw dog food but nothing
helped.
One day my new vet suggested I change
his diet from processed dog food to whole food.
This meant I had to cook real poultry, fish and vegetables to ensure that I controlled exactly what I
was putting into his body. The vet said that
processed dog food, even raw and organic, is basically leftover scraps and you don’t know what’s in
it.
Out of desperation, I complied. In just a
few months I watched him lose weight and go
from not being able to walk to outright running.
This alone was astonishing! Within six months, I
weaned him off all medications and my vet said,
“This eleven-year-old pup’s insides are that of a
six-month-old puppy!”
Silently and behind the scenes I had been
struggling with a secret. For over 20 years, I had an
auto-immune skin disease called psoriasis. It is a
condition where the skin, instead of shedding normally about once a month when cells mature,
sheds rapidly every few days. The sufferer is left
with layers of red, thick, scaly patches on the body
that are itchy, painful and although not contagious,
people’s reactions say otherwise.

The steps in Max’s recovery inspired me to
take control of my own health. Words can't express
my amazement to see first-hand how much food
is our medicine. Watching the changes in Max
made me realize there was something much bigger going on in me. I started looking for a connection between psoriasis and what I was eating. I
became a research “scientist,” watching every
health documentary, reading every book, every article and watching every YouTube video I could
find. You name it, I read or watched it.
Eventually, the diets I read about that
would help my skin weren’t that different from
what I had been preparing for Max. They were
mostly alkaline foods that heal the gut versus
acidic foods that can destroy the gut and they include veggies, fruits, whole grains, legumes, nuts,
seeds and some organic animal protein.
After all my research, I cleaned house and
got my friends and family’s full support. I removed
all highly acidic and inflammatory foods from my
life which meant nothing processed. What my vet
had said about processed foods registered and I
didn’t want useless scraps of unknown food in my
body either. I know I’m not talking about dog food
here, but it’s the same difference! It meant no
sugar except that from a plant or tree-like fruit,
pure maple syrup or raw honey.
It also meant no red meat, no dairy, no coffee, and no alcohol. My biggest challenge was giving up cheese and coffee as I'm sure most of you
can relate to. After ten months, my skin was perfectly clear for the first time in almost 20 years! I
was blown away and felt free from my psoriasis
prison for the first time. I didn’t have this enormous weight on my shoulders of stress, fear and
insecurity.

What saddens me the most is that I spent
20 years visiting dermatologists and trying every
steroid cream or ointment available. I came very
close to getting laser treatments, but they were too
costly and time-consuming. They were all good
Band-Aids, but I never realized diet was a root
cause because my doctors never suggested it. Like
many of you, I never trusted myself more than my
doctors. I had to learn this from my vet and by
watching Max heal.
Today, I control my health and there’s no
need for me to see another dermatologist for my
disease. If I see a spot pop up, I know it’s from
stress or eating poorly. This is my body talking to
me, telling me loud and clear it needs more balance between the two. For the first time, I’m listening.
Max’s experience led me to improve my
diet, but there was one last missing link. I didn't
realize how much love I would need to give to myself to maintain this lifestyle. I call the missing ingredient self-love. Nutrition combined with
self-love, meaning gratitude, making happiness a
priority, creating nurturing relationships with people, food, money, career, your body minus stress;
this is the perfect recipe to keeping skin clear! Take
it from me, health is everything and I am so honored Max came into my life to teach me this valuable lesson.
To learn more about Kim’s work as a Holistic Health Coach, speaker, workshop leader, and
author go to www.healingmyskin.com. Email her
at healingmyskin@gmail.com to get on her mailing list for her soon to be released book PS - It’s
All About Love: How a Painful Journey With Psoriasis Became A Life Devoted to Healing Others.
She’d love to hear from you!
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Cannabidiol (CBD)...The Elixir of Life
Cannabidiol (CBD) has long been recognized for
its health benefits and comes from the hemp plant.
Hempseed is rich in CBD, proteins and essential fats
in an ideal ratio optimal for human nutrition.
CBD is high in the protein globulin edestin and
other essential amino acids that help counteract
stress, illness and disease.
By interacting with our body’s own
endocannabanoid system (ECS), CBD is believed to
bring healing to many serious health conditions.

Excellent
Substitute
for Medical
Marijuana!

• CBD is non-psychoactive. It contains no
THC, the ingredient in marijuana that gets
you “high.”
• It’s completely legal to buy & use products
containing CBD in its many forms.

• CBD has been researched extensively.
In scientific studies, it has been shown to:
• REDUCE PAIN
• REDUCE INFLAMMATION
• REDUCE NAUSEA & VOMITTING
• SUPRESS SEIZURES
• INHIBIT NEURODEGENERATIVE DISORDERS
• INHIBIT THE GROWTH OF CANCER CELLS
• ALLEVIATE DEPRESSION & ANXIETY
• PROMOTE A SENSE OF WELL-BEING
• SUBSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL MARIJUANA

See the article on
CBD Oil on page
14 of this issue

The good news: A key ingredient in
cannabis can help you live a healthier life.
The great news: It’s totally legal!
NOW CARRYING CBD OILS FOR PETS!

Our CBD products are produced in a state-of-the art laboratory where they
are rigorously monitored, tested and analyzed for purity and effectiveness
CBD comes in droplet, oral applicator,
E-Liquid, capsule and topical forms

Want to know more or place an order?

CBD Oils of Long Island
Fine Purveyors of 100%
Organic Legal Hemp
Long Island’s First Medicinal
Cannabis Supplier
Call us today at

631-697-0296
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat,
cure or prevent any disease.

or visit us at:

CBDOilsofLongIsland.com
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